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Plenary Lectures

Plenary Lecture - October 1, 09:30-10:30

11

Lagrangian methods for solving
optimization problems with applications to
logistics
Manlio Gaudioso
DIMES/Università della Calabria, Rende (CS), Italy, manlio.gaudioso@unical.it
We review the basic concepts of Lagrangian relaxation and Lagrangian dual, focusing
on the links with column generation algorithms and nonsmooth optimization.
We provide some examples of dual ascent techniques tailored to classic binary optimization problems and introduce a standard Lagrangian heuristic scheme.
The core of the presentation is the description of Lagrangian heuristics for some
logistic problems such as scheduling at cross docking terminals and network design.
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Plenary Lecture - October 3,14:30-15:30

Vehicle routing problems over time
M. Grazia Speranza
Dipartimento di Economia e Management, Università degli Studi di Brescia,
grazia.speranza@unibs.it
In this talk we will present the class of vehicle routing problems (VRPs) that consider
a timing decision for the routes, in addition to the more classical decisions of this class
of problems, that is the assignment of customers to routes and the ordering of customers
in each route. This class of problems, that we call VRPs over time, includes the periodic
vehicle routing problems, the inventory routing problems, the routing problems with release dates, the multi-trip routing problems. Some recent results in this class of problems
will also be presented.

Sessions
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MOA1 - Multi-modal Transportation

A heuristic approach to the Driver and
Vehicle Routing Problem
Bencomo Domı́nguez-Martı́n
Universidad de La Laguna, bdomingu@ull.es
Inmaculada Rodrı́guez-Martı́n
Universidad de La Laguna, irguez@ull.es
Juan José Salazar González
Universidad de La Laguna, jjsalaza@ull.es
This paper presents a heuristic approach for a routing problem with two depots and
involving vehicles and drivers. Vehicles must leave from one depot and arrive to the
other, while drivers should leave and return to the same depot and their routes can not
exceed a given duration. With these conditions, drivers must change vehicles in order to
go back to their base depots. These changes can only take place at some particular nodes.
The heuristic approach in this paper is a two-phase method. In the first phase it solves
a mathematical model to obtain drivers’ routes. In the second phase it builds vehicles’
routes over the given drivers’ routes. Computational results show that the proposed
approach can find high quality solutions for instances with up to 50 nodes.

MOA1 - Multi-modal Transportation
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Optimising Routing in an Agent-Centric
Synchromodal Network with Shared
Information
Myrte De Juncker
TNO, Netherlands, dejuncker@gmail.com
Frank Phillipson
TNO, Netherlands, frank.phillipson@tno.nl
Lianne Bruijns
TNO, Netherlands, lianne.bruijns@tno.nl
Alex Sangers
TNO, Netherlands, alex.sangers@tno.nl
Our research focuses on synchromodal planning problems in which information is
shared between all agents in the system. Here all agents are “selfish”, i.e. they chose
their routes based on an individual optimisation objective. Information can be public,
known to everybody in the network or private, belonging to a certain agent which needs
to be willing to share this information. To show the effect of the information availability
we develop three different methods to determine the optimal paths in such an agentcentric synchromodal network. Two models only act on public information, where there
is a difference in the possibility to reroute during the trip. The third model also acts on
private information of other agents in the network.
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MOA1 - Multi-modal Transportation

Adapting the A* Algorithm to Increase the
Vehicular Crowd-Sensing Coverage
Sergio Di Martino
University of Napoli “Federico II”, sergio.dimartino@unina.it
Paola Festa
University of Napoli “Federico II”, paola.festa@unina.it
Dario Asprone
University of Napoli “Federico II”, dario.asprone@gmail.com
Current vehicles are incorporating an even wider number of environmental sensors,
mainly needed to improve safety, efficiency and quality of life for passengers. These
sensors bring a high potential to significantly contribute also to urban surveillance for
Smart Cities by leveraging opportunistic crowd-sensing approaches. In this context, the
achievable spatio-temporal sensing coverage is an issue that requires more investigations,
since usually vehicles are not uniformly distributed over the road network, as drivers
mostly select a shortest time path to destination. In this paper we present an evolution
of the standard A* algorithm to enhance vehicular crowd-sensing coverage. In particular,
with our solution, the route is chosen in a probabilistic way, among all those satisfying
a constraint on the total length of the path. The proposed algorithm has been empirically evaluated by means of a public dataset of real taxi trajectories, showing promising
performances in terms of achievable sensing coverage.
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Pricing Car-sharing Services in Multi-Modal
Transportation Systems: An Analysis of the
cases of Copenhagen and Milan
Rebecca Hansen
Deparment of Mathematical Sciences, University of Copenhagen,
rebecca10000@hotmail.com
Giovanni Pantuso
Deparment of Mathematical Sciences, University of Copenhagen,
giopantuso@gmail.com
In this article we study the problem of pricing car-sharing services in multi-modal urban transportation systems. The pricing problem takes into account the competition of
alternative mobility services such as public transportation and bicycles and incorporates
customer preferences by means of utility functions. The problem is formulated as a linear
demand-based discrete optimization model. A case study based on the cities of Copenhagen and Milan suggests that cycling habits and the efficiency of public transportation
services have a significant effect on the viability of car-sharing services.
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MOA2 - Container Handling I

A Literature Review on Container Handling
in Yard Blocks
Filip Covic
University of Hamburg, filip.covic@uni-hamburg.de
The yard block of a container terminal is the central point of synchronisation for
asynchronous container flows between the transport by deep sea vessels and the hinterland. The structure of the block stipulates that containers are stacked onto each other
while only the topmost container can be accessed directly by a yard crane. This stacking
restriction shapes the general framework of container handling in yard blocks. The optimisation of stacking configurations within a block has been a continuously growing stream
of research in container terminal planning leading to a diverse set of problem definitions,
modelling techniques and solution approaches. In this regard, an extensive literature
review is conducted in this work surveying container handling problems in the time-span
1997-2018. For this purpose, the major handling problems and their versions are conceptually defined. Next, the surveyed studies are systematically classified and compared
based on key properties for practical yard block planning as well as for a theoretical analysis of container stacking. Afterwards, the work is aligned with other literature reviews
in this field and a conclusion is given in order to provide a comprehensive overview of
container handling problems. Eventually, this should support the identification of open
questions in existing problems and the initialisation of new research streams in future
research.

MOA2 - Container Handling I
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A new lower bound for the Block
Relocation Problem
Tiziano Bacci
IASI-CNR, tiziano.bacci@iasi.cnr.it
Sara Mattia
IASI-CNR, sara.mattia@iasi.cnr.it
Paolo Ventura
IASI-CNR, paolo.ventura@iasi.cnr.it
In this paper we deal with the Block (or Container) Relocation Problem. We present
a polynomial time algorithm to calculate a new lower bound for the problem.

20

MOA2 - Container Handling I

The Standard Capacity Model: Towards a
Polyhedron Representation of Container
Vessel Capacity
Rune Møller Jensen
IT University, rmj@itu.dk
Mai Lise Ajspur
IT University, ajspur@itu.dk
Container liner shipping is about matching spare capacity to cargo in need of transport. This can be realized using cargo flow networks, where edges are associated with
vessel capacity. It is hard, though, to calculate free capacity of container vessels unless
full-blown non-linear stowage optimization models are applied. This may cause such
flow network optimization to be intractable. To address this challenge, we introduce
the Standard Capacity Model (SCM). SCMs are succinct linear capacity models derived
from vessel data that can be integrated in higher order optimization models as mentioned
above. In this paper, we introduce the hydrostatic core of SCM. Our results show that
it can predict key parameters like draft, trim, and stress forces accurately and thus can
model capacity reductions due to these factors.

MOA2 - Container Handling I
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Crane intensity and block stowage
strategies in stowage planning
Dario Pacino
Technical University of Denmark, darpa@transport.dtu.dk
The increasing size of container vessels is raising the complexity of daily operations of
both the carrier and the terminal. This paper focuses on stowage planning, the problem of
assigning container to positions in a vessel. In particular, it studies the implementation
of known planning strategies within an optimisation framework. Block stowage and
crane intensity are presented and mathematically modelled on a simplified version of the
problem. An experimental evaluation, on a large set of novel benchmark instances, shows
that even in this simplified version the problem is not trivially solved. A matheuristic
based on large neighbourhood search is presented, which is able to find a solution to all
instances in short computational times.
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MOB1 - Network Design and Scheduling

The balanced dispatching problem in
passengers transport services on demand
P. J. Araya-Córdova
University of Santiago, Chile, patricio.arayac@usach.cl
Fabián Dı́az-Núñez
University of Santiago, Chile, fabian.diaz@usach.cl
Javier Moraga
University of Santiago, Chile, javier.moraga@usach.cll
Franco Quezada
Université Pierre et Marie Curie, franco.quezada@lip6.fr
Luis Rojo-González
University of Santiago, Chile, luis.rojo.g@usach.cl
Oscar C. Vásquez
University of Santiago, Chile, oscar.vasquez@usach.cl
We introduce the balanced dispatching problem in passengers transport services and
propose an easy-to-implement algorithm, in a scenario online, where all necessary information is only revealed with the arrival of requested transport services, seeking to
guarantee quality of service for the passengers as well as balancing the income received
by the drivers of the vehicles who perform the transportation services. The algorithm is
based on theoretical results from the balanced incomes per worked time for two transport
vehicles during the pay period in an online scenario. We compare our algorithm with the
online dispatching algorithm currently used by Chilean companies on real instances. The
numerical results show that proposed algorithm is able to efficiently reduce the incomes
dispersion among transport vehicles drivers within reduced running times, allowing a
practical implementation into an automated dispatching system.

MOB1 - Network Design and Scheduling
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Scheduling assistance for passengers with
special needs in large scale airports
Michele Mele
University of Napoli “Federico II”, daniele.ferone@unina.it
Paola Festa
University of Napoli “Federico II”, paola.festa@unina.it
In this paper we study a specific variant of the well known Fixed Job Scheduling Problem, namely the Tactical Fixed Job Scheduling Problem with Spread-Time constraints.
In this problem it is required to schedule a number of jobs on non identical machines that
differ each other for the set of jobs they can perform and that have constraints on the
length of their duty. We present some lower bounds for the optimal value of the problem
and introduce the first heuristic algorithm for solving it. We also study a specific case
of interest connected with the assistance of passengers with special needs in large scale
airports.

References
[1] Ford, L.R., Fulkerson, D.R., Flows in networks, Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey (1962)
[2] Fischetti, M., Martello, S., Toth, P., Approximation Algorithms for Fixed Job
Schedule Problems, Operations Research 40 (1992) 96-108
[3] Kroon, L., Salomon, M., Van Wassenhove, L., Exact and approximation algorithms
for the tactical fixed interval scheduling problem, Operations Research 45 (1997)
624-638
[4] Zhou, S., Zhang, X., Chen, B., van de Velde, S., Tactical Fixed Job Scheduling with
Spread-Time Constraints, Computers and Operations Research 47 (2014)53-60
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MOB1 - Network Design and Scheduling

A Study on Travel Time Stochasticity in
Service Network Design with Quality
Targets
Giacomo Lanza
Sapienza University of Rome, giacomo.lanza@uniroma1.it
Teodor Gabriel Crainic
ESG, UQAM, CIRRELT, TeodorGabriel.Crainic@cirrelt.net
Walter Rei
ESG, UQAM, Montreal, rei.walter@uqam.ca
Nicoletta Ricciardi
Sapienza University of Rome, nicoletta.ricciardi@uniroma1.it
The scope of this paper is to advance the investigation into the importance of introducing uncertainty in service network design (SND) formulations by examining the
uncertainty of travel times, a phenomenon that has been little studied up to now. The
topic of our research thus is the stochastic scheduled service network design problem
with service-quality targets and uncertainty on travel times, an important problem raising in the tactical planning process of consolidation-based freight carriers. Quality-service
targets relate to the on-time operation of services and delivery of commodity flows to destinations. The problem is formulated as a two-stage mixed-integer linear stochastic model
defined over a space-time network, with service targets modelled through penalties. Its
aim is to define a cost-efficient transportation plan such that the chosen quality-service
targets are respected as much as possible over time. An extensive experimental campaign
is proposed using a large set of random generated instances with the scope of enhancing
the understanding of the relations between the characteristics of a service network and
its robustness, in terms of respect of the service schedule and delivery due dates, given
business-as-usual fluctuations of travel times. Several analyses are reported identifying
the features that appear in stochastic solutions to hedge against or, at least, reduce the
bad effects of travel time uncertainty on the performance of a service network.

References
[1] T.G. Crainic, Service network design in freight transportation, European Journal
of Operational Research 122(2), 272-288, 2000.
[2] W. Klibi and A. Martel, Scenario-based supply chain network risk modeling, European Journal of Operational Research 223(3), 644-658, 2012.
[3] G. Lanza, Service network design problem with quality targets and stochastic travel
time: new model and algorithm, CIRRELT-2017-14, CIRRELT, 2017.
[4] G. Lanza, T.G. Crainic, W. Rei and N. Ricciardi, Scheduled Service Network Design
with Service Targets and Stochastic Travel Times, Tristan IX, Oranjestad, June
2016.
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On the Solution of the Crowdsourcing Last
Mile Delivery Problem
Paola Festa
University of Napoli “Federico II”, paola.festa@unina.it
Daniele Ferone
University of Napoli “Federico II”, daniele.ferone@unina.it
Francesca Guerriero
University of Calabria, francesca.guerriero@unical.it
Giusy Macrina
University of Calabria, giusy.macrina@unical.it
In this work, we analyze the specific scenario in which a transportation company
uses the crowd-shipping for last-mile deliveries. In particular, it is assumed that the
company can make deliveries by considering the capacity of its own fleet of vehicles
and the availability of part-time non-professional couriers, who can use their own spare
capacity. We formulate mathematically the problem as a particular instance of the vehicle
routing problem, in which different features of the real scenario and constraints (i.e. time
windows, single or multiple deliveries) are taken into account. To efficiently solve the
problem, we implemented and tested different solution approaches. Preliminary results
show that the use of part-time couriers ensures more flexibility to the delivery process.
In addition, companies can satisfy the orders faster and can guarantee a greater level of
service to the customers.
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MOB2 - Vehicle Routing I

Route Planning for Fleet of Electric
Vehicles with Waiting Times at Charging
Stations
Baoxiang Li
Singapore management university, bxli@smu.edu.sg
Electric Vehicles (EVs) are the next wave of technology in the transportation industry.
EVs are increasingly becoming common for personal transport and pushing the boundaries to become the mainstream mode of transportation. Use of such EVs in logistic
fleets for delivering customer goods is not far from becoming reality. However, managing
such fleet of EVs bring new challenges in terms of battery capacities and charging infrastructure for efficient route planning. Researchers have addressed such issues considering
different aspects of the EVs such as linear battery charging/discharging rate, fixed travel
times, etc. In this paper, we address the issue of waiting times due to limited charging
capacity at the charging stations while planning the routes of EVs for providing logistics
services. We provide an exact mathematical model of the problem considering waiting
times of vehicle based on their arrival at the charging stations. We further develop a
heuristic approach based on combining Genetic Algorithm and Constraint Programming
to solve the problem. We test our approach on a set of instances which suits our problem
setting.

MOB2 - Vehicle Routing I
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Solving Full-Vehicle-Mode Vehicle Routing
Problems using ACO
Yahui Liu
Tongji University, liuyahui@tongji.edu.cn
Buyang Cao
Tongji University, caobuyang@tongji.edu.cn
CVRP (Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem) is a very classic but a simple type of
VRP (Vehicle Routing Problem). There are variants of VRP in practice based on different
constraints which are called as RVRP (Rich VRP) problem. In this article, variants in
VRP, including fixed vehicle types and dynamic vehicle type combinations are analyzed.
An improved ACO (Ant Colony Optimization) algorithm is designed to resolve this group
of VRP problems. For fixed vehicle-type VRP, homogenous fleet VRP and heterogeneous
fleet VRP are defined by one or multi vehicle types in RVRP. Because of the evolution
of transportation equipment, some new vehicle types such as truck and trailer, tractor
and semi-trailer are introduced. The static and dynamic usages of different vehicle types
vary with the business operations. We define this kind of VRP problems as full-vehiclemode (FVM) VRP in this paper. The associated ACO algorithm is developed to solve
FVM-VRP problems. The computational experiments are performed and the results are
presented to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithm.
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MOC1 - Location and Transportation Problems

Best and Worst Values of the Optimal Cost
of the Transportation Problem with Interval
Right Hand Sides
Raffaele Cerulli
University of Salerno, raffaele@unisa.it
Ciriaco D’Ambrosio
University of Salerno, cdambrosio@unisa.it
Monica Gentili
University of Louisville, monica.gentili@louisville.edu
The Interval Transportation Problem (ITP) is a transportation problem where the
coefficients of the problem are interval numbers. In this paper we focus on a ITP with
interval right hand sides, that is, the supply and demand parameters are interval numbers.
We focus in determining the best and worst values of the optimal cost of the ITP among all
the feasible realizations of the right hand side parameters. However while finding the best
optimum is an easy task [?], to the best of our knowledge, a proof of the computational
complexity on finding the worst optimum is still missing. In this paper we prove some
general properties of the best and worst optimum values and we propose a new heuristic
approach that outperforms the existing approaches on a set of benchmark instances.

References
[1] Chanas, S and Delgado, M and Verdegay, JL and Vila, MA, Interval and fuzzy
extensions of classical transportation problems. Transportation Planning and Technology, 17(2) 203-218,1993.
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Location of electric vehicle charging stations
under uncertainty on the driving range
Mouna Kchaou Boujelben
United Arab Emirates University, mouna.kchaou@yahoo.fr
Celine Gicquel
Universite Paris-Saclay, Celine.Gicquel@lri.fr
We study the problem of locating electric vehicle (EV) charging stations on road
networks. We consider that the driving range, i.e. the maximum distance that a fully
charged EV can travel before its battery runs empty, is subject to uncertainty and seek
to maximize the expected coverage of the recharging demand. We first propose a new
mixed-integer linear programming formulation for this stochastic optimization problem
and compare it with a previously published one. We then develop a Tabu search heuristic
procedure to solve large-size instances of the problem. Our numerical experiments show
that the new formulation leads to a better performance than the existing one and that the
Tabu search heuristic provides good quality solutions within short computation times.
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MOC1 - Location and Transportation Problems

On equity and efficiency in facility location
problems
Carlo Filippi
Department of Economics and Management, University of Brescia,
carlo.filippi@unibs.it
Gianfranco Guastaroba
Department of Economics and Management, University of Brescia,
gianfranco.guastaroba@unibs.it
M. Grazia Speranza
Department of Economics and Management, University of Brescia,
grazia.speranza@unibs.it
Consider a plant location problem where the location costs are in charge of the supplier, whereas each customer pays the transportation costs between its position and the
serving facilities. This situation, common in public services, may also be associated with
a supply chain environment, e.g., in the location of franchise retail stores and the location of collection points in reverse logistics systems. From a supplier perspective, an
effective service is expressed by two goals: the facility location cost and the customer
satisfaction [4]. We assume that customer satisfaction is a matter of both fair allocation
of transportation cost (system equity) and minimum total transportation cost (system
efficiency). We argue that equity is well captured by the minimization of the conditional
β mean of the transportation costs, i.e., the average unit transportation cost paid by the
β percent of the total demand paying the highest costs [2].
After discussing the properties of the selected measure, in particular its connection
with Conditional Value-at-Risk, we embed the conditional β mean in the Single Source
Capacitated Facility Location Problem (SSCFLP), obtaining a bi-objective MILP model,
where the first objective is the total location cost (plus a scaled total transportation cost),
and the second objective is the conditional β mean of the transportation cost. Using a
weighted sum method, our aim is to build a small representative set of the Pareto front in
order to evaluate the trade-off between efficiency and equity. Our experiments reveal the
ability of the bi-objective model to capture good compromise solutions with a moderate
increment in the computational effort, at least for small/medium size instances [1]. To
handle large size instances [1], we develop a Benders decomposition method [3], where
the equity of the solution is controlled by the sub-problem and no feasibility cuts are
needed. The method is able to converge quickly to good solutions, especially when the
number of potential facility locations is smaller than the number of customers, which
seems reasonable in practical applications.

References
[1] G. Guastaroba and M. G. Speranza. A heuristic for BILP problems: The Single
Source Capacitated Facility Location Problem, European Journal of Operational
Research, 238: 438-450, 2014.
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[2] W. Ogryczak and M. Zawadzki. Conditional Median: A Parametric Solution Concept for Location Problems, Annals of Operations Research, 110(1):167-181, 2002.
[3] R. Rahmaniani, T. G. Crainic, M. Gendreau and W. Rei. The Benders decomposition algorithm: A literature review, European Journal of Operational Research,
259: 801-817, 2017.
[4] C. S. Revelle and G. Laporte. The Plant Location Problem: New Models and
Research Prospects, Operations Research, 44(6):864-874, 1996.
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MOC2 - Selected Topics in Logistics I

Smoothing the outflow of stock from picking
lines in a distribution centre
Le Roux Visser
Department of Logistics, Stellenbosch University, leroux.visser@gmail.com
Stephan E . Visagie
Department of Logistics, Stellenbosch University, svisagie@sun.ac.za
In a typical retail distribution network, stock flows from factories through distribution
centres (DCs) to retail outlets. An uneven flow of stock through a distribution network
increases the cost of material handling and transportation. These costs increase because
additional labour and vehicles must be hired on a temporary basis to handle the peak
stock flows. In this paper, real data of a large South African retailer are used to model
the scheduling of the order picking operation in the DC. The aim is to smooth the outflow
of stock from the DC to lower labour and transport cost that arise from an uneven flow of
stock. Two integer programming models are presented and both calculate solutions that
can level out the peak stock flows without letting stock run too late. The model that
limits the outflow to a maximum predetermined level, while minimising the delay of stock
in the DC is recommended due to model performance and practicality of implementation.

MOC2 - Selected Topics in Logistics I
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An Effective Structural Iterative
Refinement Technique for Solving the
Quadratic Assignment Problem
Mehrdad Amirghasemi
SMART Infrastructure Facility, University of Wollongong, Australia,
mehrdad@uow.edu.au
Reza Zamani
School of computing and Information Technology, University of Wollongong, Australia,
reza@uow.edu.au
The quadratic assignment problem is one of the fundamental combinatorial optimization problems with many applications in industry. The problem deals with the arrangement of facilities in plants for minimizing the communication cost among the facilities. In
this paper, a technique is presented which aims at achieving such minimization through
refining layouts structurally. For this purpose, the technique uses an efficient linear assignment technique, and enhances layouts based on the feedback provided. Towards such
enhancing, it first uses the average flow of each facility to other facilities as well as the
average distance of each location from other locations in finding a preliminary layout.
Then this layout is improved through the application of proper swaps of facilities in creating an intermediate layout. Subsequently, the employed linear assignment technique
is applied to the intermediate layout, and the layout is progressively improved based on
the solutions obtained by the repeated applications of the linear assignment technique.
The process of improving the intermediate layout continues until a feedback mechanism,
aimed at balancing computation time versus solution quality, terminates the procedure.
The results of extensive computational experiments on different benchmark instances
indicate that the procedure is both robust and efficient.
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Cash Based Transfer in Humanitarian
Emergency Response: A Stochastic
Programming Application
Yongsheng Zhu
University of Hamburg, benjmnworld@gmail.com
Xiaoning Shi
World Maritime University, xiaoning.shi.00@gmail.com
With the trend in shifting the traditional supply of goods to the recipients, humanitarian aid agencies have commenced to introduce a new intervention mechanism in humanitarian emergency response, the Cash Based Transfers (CBT), providing cash directly to
the beneficiaries (The Cash Learning Partnership 2017). According to the World Food
Programme (WFP)’s statistics (World Food Programme 2017), the organization accounts
for approx. 60% of the cash transactions in the humanitarian sector. In 2016, it operated
84 active projects in 54 countries with a budget of 1.3 billion US Dollars, taking up 24%
of WFP’s global food portfolio in 2015 when WFP transferred 680 million US Dollars
reaching 8.9 million beneficiaries. There is a clear trend of growth in the beneficial countries and places of operations. With this trend in mind, a number of problems arise when
distributing the cash and vouchers to the beneficiaries.
We discuss the situation when a fixed number of cash recipients in city A face an
emergency, it is envisaged that these people will rush from random points to the limited
number of cash distribution points to obtain cash to purchase food, how we can optimize
the efficiency to avoid people congestion and how we can ensure that the cash cards are
distributed using least time.
In this paper we propose to apply a stochastic programming application to solve the
random cash distribution problem in the realm of the cash based intervention to respond
to humanitarian emergencies. The problem consists of the cash recipients randomly
rushing to the cash distribution points on the occurrence of emergencies, the uncertainty
of supplies at the stores and the limitations of cash distribution points.
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The cost of continuity in the collaborative
pickup and delivery problem
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The transportation industry is to a high degree inefficient, costly and not sustainable.
It puts an enormous burden on both society and the environment. To increase efficiency,
carriers establish collaborations, where parts of their logistics operations are planned
jointly. By increasing efficiency, collaborations also serve ecological goals. It is well
known that transportation is one of the main contributors of CO 2 emissions [1]. Thus,
public authorities are encouraging companies to join horizontal collaborations, and it
is not surprising that collaborative vehicle routing is an active research area of high
practical importance. It has recently been identified by [4] to be one of the big trends
in transportation. Nevertheless, some carriers are still reluctant to join collaborative
partnerships, since they do not want to reveal sensitive information or are afraid to lose
some of their customers. We assume a central authority having full information, aiming at
an efficient distribution of customer requests to carriers. The problem has been introduced
by [2] and is extended in [3]. However, no efficient solution approach for larger instances
has been presented so far. We develop an adaptive large neighborhood search (ALNS)
algorithm to solve the problem. Using the proposed algorithm we are able to quantify
the potential total profit in centrally planned collaborations. For the publicly available
test instances, these potential collaboration profit goes up to 40%, which is significantly
higher than reported in literature. Another interesting observation is that for some sets
of instances the collaboration profit increases with the number of customers, which is
in a sense non-intuitive. However, we show that these solutions lead to very unevenly
distributed workload among the participating carriers. This might explain why carriers,
even if collaboration profits are known to be very high, are cautious to join centrally
planned coalitions. Another reason is that they do not want to offer all their customers
for possible exchanges with coalition partners. In our computational study we quantify
the impact of letting carriers keep initial customers or profits. We observe that the cost
of such constraints depend on the degree of customer region overlap and the number of
customers. We show that even if carriers insist on relatively high numbers of customers or
individual profits, the total collaboration profits are remarkable. Our study emphasizes
the strength of collaborative vehicle routing. It hopefully stimulates to do more research
in this relevant and interesting topic. The proposed solution method can be used to
conduct further experiments and by this gain more interesting insights into the field of
centralized collaborative planning.
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A Matheuristic Approach to the Pickup and
Delivery Problem with Time Windows
Carlo S. Sartori
Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, carlosartori2@gmail.com
Luciana Buriol
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, buriol@inf.ufrgs.br
In this work, the Pickup and Delivery Problem with Time Windows is studied. It is
a combinatorial optimization problem, in which the objective is to construct the best set
of vehicle routes while respecting side constraints, such as precedence between locations
to be visited, time to service each location, and capacity of the vehicles.
To tackle this problem, a matheuristic based on Iterated Local Search method is proposed, with an embedded Set Partitioning Problem that is iteratively solved to recombine
routes of previously found solutions. The components that generate new routes are based
on the work of Curtois et al.
Results indicate the approach works well for a standard benchmark set of instances
from the literature. A total of 20 new best-known solutions have been found.
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Towards Asymptotically Optimal
One-to-One PDP Algorithms for Capacity
2+ Vehicles
Andersen Lars Nørvang
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We consider the one-to-one Pickup and Delivery Problem (PDP) in Euclidean Space
with arbitrary dimension d, where n transportation requests are picked i.i.d. with a separate origin-destination pair for each object to be moved. First, we consider the problem
from the customer perspective, where the objective is to compute a plan for transporting the objects such that the Euclidean distance traveled by the vehicles when carrying
objects is minimized. We develop
a polynomial time asymptotically optimal algorithm
√
2d
for vehicles with capacity o( n) for this case including the realistic setting where the
capacity of the vehicles is a fixed constant and d = 2. This result also holds imposing
LIFO constraints for loading and unloading objects. Secondly, we extend our algorithm
to the classical single-vehicle PDP, where the objective is to minimize the total distance
traveled by the vehicle and we present results indicating that the extended algorithm is
asymptotically optimal for a fixed vehicle capacity, if the origins and destinations are
picked i.i.d. using the same distribution.
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A Many-to-One Algorithm to Solve a
Many-to-Many Matching Problem for
Routing
Wenjing Guo
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Formulating the many-to-many routing optimization problem from a matching perspective has the benefits of reducing the computational complexity. This paper researches
the multi-commodity multi-service matching problem of synchromodal hinterland container transportation. To improve the computational efficiency, this paper proposes a
many-to-one algorithm to solve the many-to-many matching problem. We assess the performance of the proposed method with 56 random instances of the problem, and perform
sensitivity analysis to analyze the influence of different demand patterns.
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Exact Methods and Heuristics for the Liner
Shipping Crew Scheduling Problem
Valerio Sereno
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In this paper the liner shipping crew scheduling problem is modelled and solved.
Three different models has been formulated and tested for the scheduling problem. A
mixed integer formulation, a set covering formulation and a decomposed formulation are
constructed and tested. Moreover a simple heuristic is implemented as a benchmark
value. The results show that good results can be achieved quickly however it is also clear
that the time horizon may influence the solution significantly.
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In the Truck Driver Scheduling Problem, a truck driver needs to visit some customers
in a given order and tries to find a schedule such that not only every customer is visited within one of the customer’s time windows but also the regulations on breaks are
respected. For instance, the European Union stipulates a break of (at least) 45 minutes after (at most) 4.5 hours of driving. In the Truck Driver Scheduling and Routing
Problem, also the underlying road network and dedicated parking locations within the
network are considered. Here, one is not only interested in a schedule but also in a route
in the network from the first to the last customer via the other customers and (possibly)
some parking locations. We regard the time-dependent scenario in which the driving time
along a segment of the network depends on the time of day. So the optimal route may
vary over time. In this setting, the objective is to find a route and a corresponding schedule such that the customers are visited in time, the regulations on breaks are respected,
and the finish time of the route is earliest possible. The talk will be the sequel of our last
year’s talk on ”Time-Dependent Route Planning for Truck Drivers” [1]. In that setting,
only two customers needed to be visited by the driver, so time windows were not an issue
then. This is different now. We present the first exact algorithm for the Truck Driver
Scheduling and Routing Problem. Especially in the time-dependent scenario, an efficient
implementation is crucial due to the complexity of driving time profiles. And so we describe acceleration techniques. These are based on the ideas already presented in [1]. In
addition, we introduce a heuristic that is at least two orders of magnitude faster than
the exact approach (despite our acceleration efforts) and still does not sacrifice much of
the quality of the exact approach. We evaluate our algorithms by letting both randomly
generated and real-world queries run on a recent network instance of Germany.
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Gate and Dock Management - Comparing
Math-Heuristics and Constraint
Programming approaches for truck
scheduling at a logistics centre of Bosch
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Trucks arriving at large production sites or logistics centres, usually register on arrival
at a gate and wait at a parking outside the site until their processing slot for pickups or
deliveries is reached and compatible docks are free. If trucks are not assigned to dedicated docks or if schedules are perturbed by delays, trucks are assigned dynamically to
compatible docks by operators of the truck control centre [1]. A gate and dock management application automating this task needs to consider – besides static data about tasks
and docks – continuously incoming events describing expected and actual truck arrivals
and the current availability of docks and crews. Based on this input the dynamic gate
and dock scheduling problem can be modelled as a flexible job shop-scheduling problem with extensions: We additionally consider the capacity of the parking, enforce that
tasks of the same truck are executed without waiting time, and add the possibility of
rejecting trucks. In line with different operative goals, we propose different objective
functions minimizing the makespan, the earliness/tardiness compared to the promised
processing slot of a task, or the number of docks in use. As the problem is re-solved
with incoming events and operators are allowed to interactively overrule decisions, the
runtime goal is around a second. To reach that for high demand scenarios we compare
two different optimization technologies: a constraint programming (CP) approach and
a math-heuristic. In the first case, we combine a CP model with a priority search [2]
implemented with GECODE (C++). In the latter case, we developed a heuristic column
generation approach using Gurobi (Java API). For the evaluation, we generated 1’800
test instances which represent different demand scenarios of the Bosch site and which
mimic the dynamic behaviour throughout a day. An instance contains different numbers
of trucks in process, trucks waiting at the parking, and trucks expected to arrive within
the next hour. Our computational studies show, that the runtimes of the math-heuristic
is, with an average below 0.3 seconds, very promising for all demand scenarios and for
the objective functions makespan and earliness/tardiness. In contrast, the CP approach
is sensitive to the objective function: It solves the challenging high demand scenarios
on average in 1.2 seconds in case of makespan. In case of earliness/tardiness, it needs
on average 4.6 seconds (with a time limit of 5 seconds), and 1.8 seconds in case of the
number of docks objective. The solution quality of both approaches is very good. The
CP approach even solves many instances to proven optimality within a second in case
of the makespan objective. The math-heuristic is not applicable to the number of docks
objective; however, in this case the CP approach delivers high quality results. In future,
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we try to further improve the runtimes and investigate the system behaviour with respect
to logistics performance indicators.
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Improved Fully Polynomial Approximation
Schemes for the Maximum Lateness
Minimization on a Single Machine with a
Fixed Operator or Machine
Non-Availability Interval
Imed Kacem
LCOMS, imed.kacem@univ-lorraine.fr
Hans Kellerer
Universität Graz, hans.kellerer@uni-graz.at
In this paper we consider the single machine scheduling problem with one nonavailability interval to minimize the maximum lateness where jobs have positive tails.
Two cases are considered. In the first one, the non-availability interval is due to the
machine maintenance. In the second case, the non-availibility interval is related to the
operator who is organizing the execution of jobs on the machine. The contribution of
this paper consists in an improved FPTAS for the maintenance non-availability interval case and its extension to the operator non-availability interval case.The two FPTAS
are strongly polynomial and outperform our previous ones presented in [J. Comb. Opt.
(2016) 32, 970-981].
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Comparing two different formulations for a
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We investigate a drayage problem in which a fleet of one-container and two-containers
trucks is used to serve a set of pick up and delivery requests. The problem is modeled
by a set covering formulation with integer variables and a compact node-arc formulation,
which is solved by a MIP solver. We propose a Price-and-Branch algorithm for the setcovering model, in which the pricing problem is a shortest path problems for each truck
type. The results are discussed and compared in the talk.
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This contribution presents an updated review of the projects on Computational Logistics in which the Operations Research Group (ORTS) of the University of Trieste
(UNITS) was involved. AEOLIX improves the overall competitiveness of freight transport in supply chain. The aim is attained by enabling low-complexity and low cost
connectivity of local ICT platforms and systems and thereby scalable, trusted and secure exchange of information, establishing a cloud-based collaborative logistics ecosystem
through a comprehensive architecture for a digitally secure and regulated logistics services and information-sharing platform. Trieste is one of the thirteen Living Labs in
AEOLIX. The aim of SPORT is to devise innovative and smart methodologies to design,
implement, test and assess an integrated and modular set of software elements, able to
provide a concrete support to the port logistics operators for the management of the intermodal activities. A peculiarity of SPORT is the strict involvement of field operators in
the project, in order to first identify their needs and requirements and then to concretely
test and validate the solutions proposed for the considered problems. SPORT puts together the seven most important Italian ports, including Trieste. NeMo faces up to the
lack of standardisation in electromobility data and services addressing all issues through
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a pan-European eRoaming Hyper-Network that allows seamless and interoperable use
of electromobility services throughout Europe. NeMo Hyper-Network is a distributed
environment in which all electromobility actors, physical or digital, can connect and interact seamlessly, exchange data and provide more elaborate electromobility ICT services
in a fully integrated and interoperable way. The aim of optiTruck is to improve energy
efficiency by at least 20% for commercial trucks. To achieve this, optiTruck develops
a global optimiser bringing together the most advanced technologies from powertrain
control and intelligent transport systems, with a number of complementary elements to
maximise the effectiveness of individual innovations. OptiTruck proposes a comprehensive impact assessment methodology to extend this local and small-scale demonstration
to a wider evaluation and facilitate the creation of a global platform to promote horizontal collaboration in new ways essential for wider uptake of energy saving solutions
worldwide. ELVITEN holistically tackle all issues impeding the wide market deployment
of Electric Light Vehicles (EL-Vs), by proposing replicable usage schemes to boost ownership or sharing of all categories of EL-Vs by systematic and occasional urban travellers
and by light delivery companies. Existing charge points in the ELVITEN Demonstration
Cities, including private ones, are integrated in a Brokering and Booking service. EL-V
charging possibilities are managed in the biggest eRoaming platform in the market, to
enable EL-V users to charge independently from charge point operators.
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A simulation-optimization framework to
analyze the hinterland connections of large
volume of flows departing from maritime
terminals
Daniela Ambrosino
University of Genoa, ambrosin@economia.unige.it
Anna Sciomachen
University of Genoa, anna.sciomachen@economia.unige.it
The aim of this work is to evaluate the efficiency of the forwarding system of high
volume of containers from maritime terminals to the hinterland. More precisely, a discrete
event simulation model reproducing the import flow from the vessels arrival process to
the exit of containers via either road or rail is examined. In par-ticular, the focus is on
the analysis of the performances of the internal transport from the yard to the gateway
rail exits with the aim of increasing its model split. First, the arrival distribution and the
service ones of the simulation model are tuned, as well as the routing of the containers
in the yard. Successively, the results of the simulation model are used as input in an
optimization model to find the optimal number of trains to load in order to reach a suitable
rail modal split. In fact, the goal is to improve the frequency of the trains according
to the terminal handling capacity and the acceptable dwell time. Finally, the optimal
values of the optimization model are used in the simulation experiments to determine
the key performance indicators of the terminal. The simulation model is implemented
with the software environment Witness, while the optimization model is created with
MPL and solved with Gurobi 7. The numerical experiments have been executed by
considering as test bed the PSA-VTE terminal, belonging to the Port Authority system
of the western Liguria Sea, Italy. The whole validation of the proposed simulation –
optimization approach have been performed having in mind the need in the forthcoming
years to provide an efficient network to the hinterland to the arrivals of large size ships.
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The two-shipper cooperative routing
problem
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We consider the Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) that consists in finding
the routes of minimum cost under some typical constraints. In particular we impose that
each route must touch the depot, each customer must be visited exactly once, and the sum
of the demands at nodes associated to each route must not be greater than the capacity
of each vehicle. We assume that there is a unique depot and consider the n customers
partitioned into two subset served by two different shippers. While in absence of any
form of cooperation, each shipper would solve its own CVRP defined on an appropriate
subgraph, we explore the possibility of having some mutually advantageous cooperation
between the shippers. The approach we present is based on the iterative attempt of
identifying subsets of shareable customers which can be fruitfully exchanged between
shippers. We discuss both a heuristic and an exact approach that allow us to identify
subsets of customers to be moved all together, in order to achieve mutual cost advantage.
The algorithm works as follows:
• A preliminary screening of “promising customers” in terms of profitable exchange
is made on the basis of calculation of both insertion costs and elimination savings;
• Appropriate subsets of promising customers are actually exchanged on the basis of
an auxiliary ILP model and side payments.
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Skipping the storage phase in container
transshipment operations
M. Flavia Monaco
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The paper deals with the problem of scheduling the loading/discharging operations of
two simultaneously berthed vessels, assuming that some of the containers discharged from
a vessel must be directly loaded on the other one. For these containers also the stowage
position must be decided. The aim is to minimize the time needed to complete all the
operations required by the involved vessels. For this problem we present a mathematical
model, a heuristic algorithm and discuss the computational results on a set of randomly
generated instances.
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Alternative Performance Indicators for
Optimizing Container Assignment in a
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Several different attributes are deemed important in the container-to-mode assignment
on a synchromodal transportation network. This paper proposes a way to quantify several
of this different attributes: Robustness, Flexibility and Customer Satisfaction. These
attributes are used as alternative objectives when optimizing the container assignment
in a Synchromodal Transportation Network, modelling it as a Minimum Cost MultiCommodity Flow on a Space-Time Network.
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In this work, a new branch-and-price-and-cut algorithm is proposed to solve the onedimensional bin packing problem (1D-BPP). The 1D-BPP is one of the most fundamental
problems in combinatorial optimization and has been extensively studied for decades.
Recently, Delorme et al. (2016) proposed 500 new test instances for the 1D-BPP; the
best exact algorithm proposed in the literature can optimally solve 167 of these new
instances, with a time limit of one hour imposed to each execution of the algorithm.
The exact algorithm proposed in this paper is based on the classical set-partitioning
model for the 1D-BPP and the subset-row inequalities proposed by Jepsen et al. (2008).
We describe an ad-hoc label-setting algorithm to solve the pricing problem, dominance
and fathoming rules to speedup its computation and a new primal heuristic. The exact
algorithm can easily handle some practical constraints, like the incompatibility between
the items, and therefore we also apply it to solve the 1D-BPP with conflicts (1D-BPPC).
The proposed method is tested on a large family of 1D-BPP and 1D-BPPC classes of
instances. For the 1D-BPP, the proposed method can optimally solve 237 instances of the
new set of difficult instances; the largest instance involves 1003 items and bins of capacity
80,000. For the 1D-BPPC, the experiments show that the method is highly competitive
with state-of-the-art methods, and successfully closed several open 1D-BPPC instances.
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Companies
Giuseppe Amoruso
Giuseppe Amoruso Spa,
Michele Autuori
Michele Autuori Srl - Gruppo Grimaldi,
Giuseppe Gallozzi
Gallozzi Group - Salerno Container Terminal Spa,
Presentation given by company representatives, regarding logistical problems that
they faced in ports. After the presentations, there will be a debate with the lecturers
about how to encourage or improve the collaboration between companies and researchers
to solve such problems.
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Applying Relax-and-Fix Approach to a
Fixed-Charge Network Flow Model of a
Maritime Inventory Routing Problem
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The Maritime Inventory Routing Problem (MIRP) is a combinatorial problem where
one has to manage the routing and scheduling of vessels besides the inventory of ports
along a finite planning horizon. In this work we consider the MIRP proposed by Papageorgiou et al. (14) [3], in which a single product should be transported from production
ports to consumption ports. The problem is modeled as discrete time, where the production and consumption rates in ports can vary along the planning horizon. Several side
constraints are considered, such as berth limits, minimum and maximum loading and
discharging capacities per time period, limited soft inventory bounds, among others. To
provide a tighter formulation, we use valid inequalities and reformulate the problem as a
fixed-charge network flow model, similar to Agra et al. (13) [2]. The Relax-and-Fix algorithm is used in a rolling horizon fashion for solving the problem, and three MIP-based
local search strategies are developed for improving the obtained solutions. Computational tests were carried out on a set of benchmark instances from the MIRPLIB [1]. The
proposed approach obtained high-quality solutions in reasonable computational time for
the most instances. The algorithm also found new best-known values for four instances,
showing that the solution approach can be effective for solving the problem.
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This paper presents a real transportation problem stemming from offshore oil and gas
logistics and shows how optimization models used in a rolling horizon simulation framework can be very valuable to assess and improve the operation’s performance. With this
aim, we study how the Order Selection Problem (OSP), a problem that helps the logistics
provider decide which orders to carry to and from the platforms and which to postpone,
and the Vessel Routing Problem with Selective Pickups and Deliveries (VRPSPD), that
in addition to the order selection also routes the vessels carrying the orders, can be used
in a practical planning setting. To quantify and justify the benefits of using the VRPSPD
and OSP models in a real planning situation, an industry case based on real data was
simulated in a rolling horizon framework and solved for an entire year. In addition to
the traditional cost metric used, the focus of this paper lies on the implication these have
on other important aspects that are often neglected in traditional optimization models;
regularity and level of service. Several strategies for overbooking and postponing orders
were also evaluated with respect to their cost, regularity, and level of service.
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A shipping company operates a heterogeneous fleet of ships to service a given number
of voyages on a number of trade routes over the planning horizon. Each ship has a
predefined speed range within which it can sail. Fuel consumption, and hence fuel cost,
significantly depends on the chosen speed. Furthermore, the shipping company makes
Contracts of Affreightments with the shippers stating that the voyages on each trade route
should be fairly evenly spread. This leads to the maritime fleet deployment problem with
speed optimization and voyage separation requirements. We propose two formulations
for this problem, i.e. one arc flow and one path flow model. The non-linear relationship
for fuel consumption as a function of ship speed is linearized by choosing discrete speed
points and linear combinations of these.
Computational results show that the path flow model performs better than the arc
flow model and that incorporating speed decisions in the fleet deployment gives better
solutions and more planning flexibility.
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With the emergence and development of larger and faster ships, and the increased
maritime traffic, situations in which one ship must take actions to avoid collisions with
multiple ships are also likely to increase, which makes anti-collision decision making more
complicated. This paper proposes a novel method for solving collision avoidance problem
in multiple ships encounter situations, consisting of three phases: firstly, predictions of
each ship’s potential trajectories with different rudder angles are made considering ship
dynamics; secondly, each ship evaluates the collision risk it has with the other encountering ships based on trajectory prediction; thirdly, a distributed constraint optimization
strategy is adopted to assist ships in making efficient anti-collision decisions, which concerns determining the optimal rudder angles alterations for each ship to avoid collisions.
This method takes into account both the maneuverability of ships and the reciprocallyaffected nature of multiple ships’ anti-collision decisions. Simulation experiments of 7ships encounter situations are carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. Experimental results show that the proposed method could provide ships with
optimal rudder angle alteration decisions to avoid collisions in a safe and effcient way.
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With the trend towards less-polluting and sustainable transport solutions, the European Commission aims to strengthen the competitive position of inland waterway transport, and to facilitate its integration into synchromodal logistic chains. To stimulate
inland waterway transport, it is essential to ensure smooth containers transshipments
from seaports to hinterland and vice versa. Currently, inland vessels usually spend unnecessary long times in the port area due to insufficient terminal and quay planning
with respect to the sailing schedules of the vessels. Coordination among multiple vessel
operators and multiple terminal operators is required in order to improve the efficiency
and reliability of inland waterway transport within the port. For this, four recently proposed classes of coordination strategies from our earlier work are reviewed. Two levels
of cooperativeness, including partially-cooperative and fully-cooperative, as well as two
types of interaction, including single-level and multi-levels are considered. The proposed
coordination strategies are compared and evaluated from a methodological perspective
and from an information needs perspective. Our results provide insights for vessel and
terminal operators in the ways in which they can cooperate with each other: vessel operators can decide to what extent they would like to coordinate their actions based on the
information requirements of each coordination strategy; terminal operators can estimate
information that should be made available during different coordination phases. Moreover, our results also provide insights for policy makers or practitioners to determine the
most suitable coordination strategy under different circumstances.
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Autonomous Surface Vessels (ASVs) have various applications in the maritime sector.
However, considerable challenges need to be met before integrating the applications in
the current environment. Moreover, infrastructures in ports and waterways need to be
upgraded to satisfy the requirements for ASV applications. To have an insight into
the potential of ASVs in ports, we analyze the applications of autonomous vessels and
the impacts that these applications have on port infrastructures. Future scenarios of
the application of ASVs in ports are determined based on the analysis of the following
three aspects: ASV applications, ASV technology development, and port infrastructure
development. To indicate the development of ASV technology and port infrastructures,
the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) is employed. Eleven scenarios of ASVs in ports
have been identified based on the analysis.
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The weather dependent routing of vessels has received increasing interest in recent
years. The prevailing weather strongly influences the course of an optimal route, affecting
not only the safety of the crew, but also the bunker consumption of the vessel. Therefore,
effective decision support to plan the course of the route and the speed of the vessel
considering present and forecasted weather is needed. We implement a genetic algorithm
minimizing the bunker consumption of the vessel that takes into account the two most
important influences of weather on a ship, the wind and waves. This algorithm is able
to find routes between arbitrary locations, ensures that the route avoids obstacles, and
considers the forecasted weather at each point on the route. The speed between any
two route points can be adjusted by the algorithm to avoid regions with bad weather
by passing the particular area before or after the bad weather occurs. Furthermore,
the algorithm generates smoothed routes so that they are realizable. The algorithm is
evaluated with scenarios including regions from all over the world. Our dataset contains,
for example, areas with pirates that ought to be avoided, as well as the North Sea sulphur
emission control area. For these scenarios, a savings potential of up to 10% of the fuel
consumption can be realized when including weather into the routing. Furthermore, we
show that ignoring the weather when constructing routes can lead to routes that cannot
be sailed in reality.
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Liner carriers must regularly adjust their shipping networks to respond to competitors
and ever-changing customer demands. Ships must be selected and moved between routes
to facilitate network changes. State-of-the-art approaches decompose this into two separate problems. Fleet deployment concerns the selection of a vessel or class of vessel for a
particular route, while fleet repositioning deals with the minimal cost transit of a vessel
from one route to another. We propose an integrated mathematical model for the liner
shipping fleet deployment and repositioning problem (LSFDRP) that jointly optimizes
the choice of vessels for routes and the cost of moving vessels to their assignments. We
use real-world data to show that simultaneously optimizing deployment and repositioning
can result in a cost reduction over solving the problems independently. Furthermore, we
evaluate our model on a number of different scenarios and configurations of charter vessels and route types to show when and where decision makers in the industry can expect
gains from an integrated approach.
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Advances in electronic toll collection technologies have become an effective measure for
raising revenue and managing road traffic demand and congestion. In today’s practice,
different types of technologies such as ALPR, DSRC and GNSS are used which allow
toll authorities to apply various types of toll design schemes. The literature in toll
design is vast. However, the costs to build, operate and maintain an electronic toll
system are usually ignored, although the type of technology has a major implication on
the economic appraisal of a tolling scheme. Therefore, a total cost of ownership model
for electronic toll collection systems is proposed to analyze the cost impact of the main
technologies, and which can also be used as a tool for system implementations and related
decision support. We find that there is not the single technology option for all tolling
schemes. Economically, the optimal technology choice depends on the length of the toll
road network, the number of tolled vehicles, and the cost structure of the toll technology.
Simulations and numerical results for real-world data as well as randomly generated data
are provided.
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The optimal diversity management problem (ODMP) is a well-known optimization
problem arising in many application fields, i.e. every time a company produces a good
andor a service which can be provided with options. In this case the product can be personalized by the customer that can choose different option combinations (configurations)
depending on herhis needs or preferences. In this context, satisfying all the possible demands with exactly the required options would impose the company to produce in advance
all the possible configurations at the assembly lines. Moreover, the production operations
could start only after a demand is received, so providing huge delays in satisfying the
request. To overcome these drawbacks, the company usually produces a limited number
of opportunely chosen configurations to cover all the possible ones. In this way a demand
can be satisfied by a compatible configuration, if no available configuration covers all the
required options. This implies that a client could receive some not demanded options,
so generating an over-cost for the company. The ODMP consists in choosing a subset of
configurations to cover all the customer demands, minimizing the total over-cost. It was
introduced in [1] for a car industry application. Indeed, a car could be equipped with
a large number of options, each of them requiring the installation of related electrical
wiring. The total number of options can be up to forty and possible electrical wiring
configurations can be many thousands, but obviously only a limited number of them can
be made available at the assembly line. For this reason, a not available wiring configuration has to be replaced by another one containing all the needed wirings and some
others not required. ODMP can be formulated in terms of p-median problem (PMP) on
a disconnected network [1]. This representation allows a natural decomposition of the
initial large-scale problem into several smaller p-median sub-problems (sub-PMPs). The
solutions of the sub-problems can be combined by solving a multiple choice knapsack
problem (MCKP) to find an optimal solution of the original problem. In this work we
develop a three stage approach which is an improvement of the algorithm presented in
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[2]. The improvements affect both the solution quality and the computation time. They
include a reduction of the number of sub-PMPs to be solved, a more efficient versions of
Lagrangian relaxation-based and heuristic techniques for solving the sub-PMPs, a very
fast dynamic programming algorithm to optimally solve the MCKP, and a parallel implementation of particular components of the method. The proposed approach has been
tested on a wide range of problem instances, known from the literature and randomly
generated. The obtained results show that our approach is able to find optimal solutions
to large-scale problem instances, considerably outperforming state-of-the-art approaches
to large-scale PMPs on disconnected net-works [3].
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A port has a significant influence on its surrounding environments, and this is higher
when the port is located within the city [1]. The activities carried out inside a port
needs to be reviewed from new perspectives to reduce the impacts on the environment
and the society; to improve the benefits of the involved stakeholders and the use of
resources, and to include the three pillars of sustainability to guarantee economic growth
[4]. The present work is based on a case study in Chile, where an approach based on Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) is devised to support the decision-making process from
a sustainable perspective within a container terminal. This area of the port has been
chosen firstly due to the growth in trade cargo using different container types all around
the globe, and in particular, because of the investments required in Chilean ports to cope
with these new logistics requirements. We firstly surveyed the literature for identifying
which KPIs could be used, based on the study of [2]. Then, we helped the managers
to comprehend the sustainable KPIs and finally made some proposal for improving their
operations. According to [3], the development of a sustainability report is necessary to
keep track of the progress made in the last year and to provide a long-term plan of what
the port wishes to achieve in the future. The proposal presented in this study has been
validated by stakeholders from the port community in San Antonio. The analysis of
sustainability was performed along with the study of the logistic processes within the
port, which allowed to diagnose its operations and to identify the weaknesses in the
context of sustainability. The lack of policies and goals towards sustainable processes
demonstrates an outdated mindset, along with the scarcity of information, statistics, and
sustainable indicators. Further studies need to be conducted to identify other aspects of
sustainability that can be included in the port operations.
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The bike sharing systems involve a co-participation of the public body and the service
manager for development decisions. The market has recently experimented the introduction of free-floating systems alongside with traditional station-based systems. Service
development and pricing strategies appear to be governed solely on the service manager’s
side. This presentation introduces the variable of the will of the user community, the
cyclists who use the service with an active annual subscription, which explain how they
would like to develop it. With an analysis of real data on the use of the bike sharing system in Milan, comparing 15 million journeys traveled by users, this management project
could increase the appeal of the service and improve the daily usability of each individual shared bicycle available. The project designed for the metropolitan area of Milan,
however, can be replicated in other geographical areas with similar problems of traffic
and transport sustainability in urban areas. The analysis is based on artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning. It is a system that allows to process data and develop
scenarios to decide what to do, keeping in mind the human factor that has brought its
testimony in the annual survey that the manager of bike sharing in Milan carries out in
collaboration with the research world. Until now, all existing systems are only descriptive
for quality purposes and not management application, as the development phases follow
the economic convenience and consolidated planning practices of urban areas established
by city council regulations.
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In recent years, the intelligent surveillance systems have attracted many application
domains, due to the increasing demand on security and safety. Unmanned Areal Vehicles (AUVs) represent the reliable, low-cost solution for mobile sensor node deployment,
localization, and collection of measurements.
This paper presents a surveillance-oriented UAV-based system, able to understand the
scene situation by collecting raw data from the environment (by exploiting some possible
sensor modalities: CCTV camera, infrared camera, thermal camera, radar, etc.), process
their fusion and yield a semantic, high-level scenario description. UAV is able to recognize objects and the spatio-temporal relations with other objects and the environment.
Moreover, UAV is able to individuate alerting situations and suggest a recommended
intervention to humans. A Fuzzy cognitive map model is indeed, injected in the UAV:
from the semantic description of the scenario, the UAV is able to deduct casual effect of
occurring situations, that enhances the scenario understanding, especially when alarming
situations are discovered.
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Recently, Autonomous Surface Vessels (ASVs) have attracted a lot of attention. Developing a fully autonomous vessel is challenging. Existing research provides a track from
existing vessels to a remote-controlled vessel with reduced crews, an unmanned remotecontrolled vessel, and at the end, a fully autonomous vessel. The first step is to equip
existing vessels to realize autonomous sailing. In this paper, we focus on the technologies
that make existing vessels “smarter”. A categorization of technologies is provided based
on the basic architecture of ASV: Navigation, Guidance, Control and Hardware. An
overview of the development of each category is presented. The Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) is applied to indicate whether these technologies could become commercial
in the short term.
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In this work we present and compare different mathematical formulations for defining
cruise itineraries. The itinerary design, recently included by Cusano et al. (2017) [2]
in the class of cruise supply, is a problem that received few attention, even if it has
been recognized that it represents an important task having an impact on consumers’
satisfaction. The development of cruises’ itineraries to offer on the market is a long
process involving three planning levels, that are a long, a medium and a day-by-day plan.
The problem under investigation belong to the class of the day by day planning and it
is influenced by decision taken at the previous levels. Given a ship located in a specific
world’s basin, given a duration and a homeport, an itinerary has to be planned choosing
a sequence of ports to visit among a set of available ports. An itinerary is given by a
sequence of ports visited by a ship, ports where customers may leave the ship in such
a way to visit the city and the surrounds area. The itinerary must be characterized by
a schedule, which comprehends the arrival time and the departure time of the ship for
each port. The objectives to pursue in the decisions are the maximization of both the
customer satisfaction and the revenue and the minimization of the costs. Appealing and
accessibility values linked to the different ports have been used as customer satisfaction
measure; the revenue included arise from the sale of both the excursions tickets and the
onboard services; the costs depend on fuel consumption and ports’ services. The port’s
costs are fixed amounts paid when the port is visited. The fuel cost is function of the
speed of the ship. Starting from a model recently proposed in the literature (Asta et
al. 2018) [1] used for solving the cruise itinerary designing problem (CIDP) with slots of
half and full days for defining the ship stop duration at ports, and with fuel costs based
on classes of speed, two different models have been developed. In the model proposed
in Asta et al. 2018 [1], each day of the itinerary’s duration has been splitted into daily
slots so the ports’ stop can be half day (one slot = six hours) or full day (two consecutive
slots = twelve hours). Since the time management as slots implies a rigid schedule of
the ports’ stops we propose an optimization model with the possibility of flexible time
of ports’ stops. Moreover, a second extension of the starting model for including a more
precise fuel cost computation has been developed. The fuel consumption is computed
in terms of metric tons for each single speed instead of classes of speed. The proposed
models have been tested solving real cases in the Mediterranean basin. The obtained
solutions have been compared, both in terms of cruise route and objectives values, with
those produced by model proposed in Asta et al. 2018 [1].
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Fleet management and booking systems for corporate mobility are often based on
either fixed assignments of vehicles to employees or by booking fixed time slots for fixed
vehicles from a pool of cars. This work considers a relaxation of these fixed assignments,
an integration of other modes of transportation (MoTs), and proposes a dynamic delayed
allocation of vehicles or other MoTs. This can increase utilization of company cars,
including battery electric vehicles (BEV), while reducing costs and emissions. Collecting
the mobility demands of employees and computing possible fulfillment options denoted
mobility offers, their optimal selection gives rise to a combinatorial optimization problem.
We consider the NP-hard Mobility Offer Allocation Problem (MOAP) defined by a
set of MoT types including a fleet of vehicles (comprising BEVs) and a set of mobility
demands for which selectable offers are given. Each mobility offer is associated with a
cost, an absence interval, an energy consumption, and a MoT type. The goal is to find
a selection of offers with minimum cost such that for each mobility demand exactly one
offer is selected, absence periods of selected offers for the same vehicle do not overlap,
and energy-feasibility is maintained for all BEVs. For ensuring energy-feasibility, we
assume that BEVs can be recharged when unused and that offers assigned to BEVs can
only be selected if the state of charge is sufficiently high at the start of the absence
period. The MOAP has similarities to interval scheduling problems [1] and, regarding
energy constraints, it shares properties with the electric vehicle scheduling and charging
problem [2].
For solving the MOAP, we developed an integer linear programming (ILP) model using
a suitable conflict graph, fast greedy heuristics for cases with tight time requirements, and
a large neighborhood search (LNS)[3] for large instances. The ILP formulation exploits
cliques in the conflict graph to strengthen the natural edge-based conflict constraints and
continuous variables for tracking states of charge. For efficiently finding cliques in conflict
graphs, an algorithm for coloring interval graphs is adapted as proposed in [4]. The greedy
heuristics are based on different sorting criteria for the mobility demands. Iteratively, the
best non-conflicting offer is chosen for each demand following this ordering. In the LNS,
three different destroy operators are developed and combined with two repair operators
based on the ILP and the greedy heuristics.
The developed algorithms were evaluated on a generated set of benchmark instances,
which were created using real-world spatial, demographic, and economic data of Vienna,
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Austria, and contain up to 12,000 mobility demands and 800 vehicles. Computational
results show that the ILP model can solve instances with up to a few hundred mobility
demands to optimality, while the best LNS configuration achieves good results for the
larger instances.
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We discuss the application of a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model to
assist in the development of procurement strategies for high-cost medical devices and
supplies in one of the largest nonprofit health-care organization in the USA. The MILP
model seeks to reduce the costs of providing necessary supplies by qualifying the organization for price discounts through volume purchasing commitments, while maintaining
diversity in the supply base, adhering to physicians’ preferences for specific products, and
considering ratings given to suppliers on several dimensions on vendor scorecards. With
results from multiple optimization scenarios, tradeoffs among procurement costs, requirements for diversity in the supply base, and flexibility of physicians in allowing substitute
devices are explored in depth. Also revealed are potential consequences of stipulating
formal vendor scorecard requirements when negotiating future contracts.
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Impact of Consumer preferences for
remanufactured products
Deniz Ozdemir
I. Bilgi University, Turkey, deniz.ozdemir@bilgi.edu.tr
With the increasing ease of design for re-use, oftentimes, consumers with environmental concerns prefer to consume products with recycled or re-use content. Although this
attitude may lead to raw material cost reduction for manufacturers, it has a risk to cannibalize virgin material product of the same line. In this study, the operational impact of
re-used content is studied. We evaluate a mathematical model where customers want to
maximize their utility function by returning their used products and purchase new ones,
they can choose between buying a new item or a remanufactured one. The impact of
pricing decision of the original manufacturer on collection and recovery activities of independent agents is also analyzed. Different versions of the problem are modeled to reflect
real-life scenarios. Our computational study shows various trends which would help both
companies to make pricing and production quantity decisions, in order to maximize their
respective profits. We show that consumer preferences and pricing policy of both parties
affect their profits nonlinearly.
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The arrangement of stock keeping units on
unidirectional picking lines
Stephan Visagie
Stellenbosch University, svisagie@sun.ac.za
Jason Matthews
Department of Logistics, Stellenbosch University,
An order picking system in a retail distribution center (DC) operated by a prominent
retailer in South Africa, is considered. The retailer mainly sells apparel. A central
planning office releases batches of stock keeping units (SKUs) for processing. These
batches, known as distributions (DBNs) are continuously released to the DC to pick and
ship to the stores. A DBN thus contains one or more SKUs together with the instructions
of how many of each of the SKUs in that DBN should be sent out to each store receiving
that SKU. SKUs in a DBN must be kept together throughout the order picking process
to ensure that all the sizes of a product arrive at the same time at all the stores.
This order picking operation runs in waves. A wave of picking implies that a subset of
DBNs is assigned (and physically taken) to a specific picking line. The SKUs are arranged
on the picking line and a team of pickers then picks all the SKUs on this picking line for
all the stores. Once all the SKUs are picked, the picking line is populated with a new
subset of DBNs to start a new wave of picking.
This operating system causes three sequential decision tiers – each containing an
optimization problem. The overall objective is to minimize the total walking distance
traveled by the pickers. The three problems are the:
1. SKU to picking line assignment problem – that selects the optimal subset of DBNs
to be picked on a picking line during a wave of picking;
2. SKU arrangement problem – that finds the best arrangement of SKU on the picking
locations in a picking line; and
3. Order sequencing problem – that determines the optimal sequence in which orders
are picked for the approximately 1800 stores.
These problems are interrelated and the solution to the one influences the solution
of the other. In this presentation, the focus will be on the solution of the middle tier.
The SKU arrangement problem can be modeled as a variant of the assignment problem,
but with side constraints. Real life instances cannot be solved with exact models in a
reasonable time and therefore heuristic solution approaches are presented to solve this
problem. Four of the most promising heuristics are the organ pipe arrangement (from
the carousel picking literature), greedy arrangement, arrangements that optimize store
(or order) adjacencies and the classroom discipline heuristic. All solution approaches
are tested with real life data instances and compared to one another as well as with the
retailer’s solution. In terms of total walking distance traveled by pickers, a saving up
to 2% is possible. However, the savings that are possible in the other two decision tiers
overshadow this tier’s saving. We demonstrate why bigger savings are not possible in this
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decision tier and thus conclude that computing effort should be used to optimize the first
and last tier to find the shortest overall walking distances for pickers.
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About the All-Colors Shortest Path
Problem
Francesco Carrabs
University of Salerno , fcarrabs@unisa.it
Raffaele Cerulli
University of Salerno , raffaele@unisa.it
Andrea Raiconi
University of Salerno, araiconi@unisa.it
The All-Colors Shortest Path (ACSP) problem consists of finding, on a vertex colored
graph, a shortest, possibly non-simple, path where every color occurs at least once. No
source node is provided. The problem is NP-Hard and finds applications, among the
others, in the distribution network planning scenarios and mobile sensor roaming. We
introduce the ”high-level” solutions concept, that is, a simpler abstraction of any feasible
solution. Thanks to this type of solutions we are able to reduce the ACSP to a variant
of the traveling salesman problem that we solve by using an effective heuristic. The
computational results show that our approach outperforms the others, proposed in the
literature, in terms of both computational time and quality of the solutions.
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A Branch & Cut Approach for addressing a
Waste Collection System Design
Javier Maturana-Ross
School of Transport Engineering, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Valparaı́so ,
j.maturana.ross@gmail.com
Pablo A. Miranda
School of Industrial Engineering, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Valparaı́so,
pablo.miranda@pucv.cl
Sebastian Weitzler
School of Industrial Engineering, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Valparaı́so,
sebastian.weitzler@gmail.com
Rodrigo Vergara
School of Industrial Engineering, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Valparaı́so,
rodrigovergarat@hotmail.com
Routing problems have been a relevant area of research in the literature for several
decades, given the possibility of addressing real-world problems arising in logistics systems, distribution management, and others. In this paper, we study an application of
routing problems based on a case study in southern Chile, where a set of islands or
isolated regions must be visited for collection or distribution purposes. In specific, the
application is motivated by a study from the Solid Waste Research Group from Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Valparaiso, denoting the high importance of collecting the
waste from these areas. This problem is modeled as a Waste Collection System Design
(WCSD) [1] were three decisions are simultaneously optimized, namely dock selection,
visit frequency and sequence for the barge on each operating period. Furthermore, this
work has provided insight and motivations for other related studies where Insular Routing
Problems are addressed considering multi-objective approaches (see [2,3]).
Mathematical programming techniques could be used for optimally solving the problem, considering the complexity of the model. In this regard, Branch & Cut (B&C) algorithms have been an attractive approach for optimizing hard combinatorial optimization
problems such as the VRP. In this work, we propose and study three new valid inequalities for the WCSD along with three greedy separation algorithms for these constraints,
and the B&C is programmed using CPLEX with a framework provided by the Concert
Technology. A detailed analysis of all the combinations is presented for determining the
best choice for solving the original instance based on the case study. Moreover, the B&C
is also applied to synthetic data explicitly created for this problem, which contains a
considerably bigger set of nodes than that of the real data. The preliminary results of
this research show the advantages of using this approach instead of solving the model
using only a commercial solver.
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Heuristics for the Strong Generalized
Minimum Label Spanning Tree
Carmine Cerrone
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We present the Strong Generalized Minimum Label Spanning Tree (SGMLST) problem. Given a connected input graph with a label set associated to each edge, the aim is to
look for the spanning tree that contains the minimum number of labels. Differently from
the Generalized Minimum Label Spanning Tree problem, in order to take a given edge
as part of the solution its whole label set must be included. We present three heuristic
approaches, namely a basic greedy, a Carousel greedy and an algorithm based on the
Pilot method. Computational results compare the performances of our approaches.
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A Branch and Cut for the Generalized
Minimum Branch Vertices problem
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We investigate a generalization of the Minimum Branch Vertices problem (MBV).
Given an undirected graph G=(V,E), the MBV consists in finding a spanning tree T
with a minimum number of branch vertices, where a vertex is a branch if it has degree
greater than two in T. This problem is known to be NP-Hard and arises in the context
of optical networks. We introduce the Generalized Minimum Branch Vertices problem
(GMBV): given a partitioning of the set of nodes into clusters, it consists in finding a
tree containing exactly one vertex from each cluster, and that minimizes the number of
branch vertices. We propose a Branch and Cut algorithm for the GMBV.
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The Close-Enough Generalized Routing
Problem
Carmine Cerrone
University of Molise, carmine.cerrone@unimol.it
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The Close-Enough Traveling Salesman Problem (CETSP) is a variant of the Euclidean
traveling salesman problem in which the traveler visits a node (target) if it passes through
the neighborhood set of that node. The Close-Enough Arc Routing Problem (CEARP)
is a generalization of the Rural Postman Problem, it consists of finding a minimum cost
tour starting and ending at the depot node, traversing a subset of arcs such that all the
targets are in the neighborhood set as the arcs in the solution. Both these problems
are used to model many real-world applications, in particular, problems related to the
routing of drones. Unfortunately, in many real applications, the drones are restricted
to fly along the streets in certain areas and are free to move to other areas. To model
this scenario, we define the Close-Enough Generalized Routing Problem (CEGRP). In
this work, we develop a math-heuristic approach based on a mixed integer mathematical
model and a second-order cone programming model. For this new problem, we have
created a set of benchmark instances and performed several computational experiments.
The results show that our approach is able to produce effective solutions in reasonable
running times.
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